Orchestra 1 - 2018

Hemmle Recital Hall – 11:30am

Dr. Philip Mann, Director
Beau Garza, Ensemble Manager

Radetzky March, Op. 228
J. Strauss
(1804 - 1849)

Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92
Ludwig van Beethoven
Mvt. II - Allegretto
(1770 - 1827)

Zampa Overture
Ferdinand Herold
(1791-1833)

SECTION INSTRUCTORS:

Dr. Annie Chalex-Boyle, Violin
Dr. Kimberly Sparr, Viola
Dr. John Gilbert, Violin
Neemias Santos, Cello
Dr. Clara Zahler, Violin
Bill Zauner, Double Bass
Gabe Musella, Woodwind/Brass/Percussion Coach

VIOLIN 1
Zoe Counce*
Emily Sedighzadeh
Jonathan Deanda
Cade Foard

VIOLIN 2
Claire Brown*
Giovanna Meza
Gracie Tallent
Tyler Trent

FLUTE
Abigail Austin*
Ariana Chavez
Adelyn Payne
Mckenzie Tupper
Lauryn Evans (piccolo)

VIOLA
Sydney Crane*
Holly Lemoine
Luke Schroeder
Cole Miranda

OBÉE
Makayla Lawrence*
Claire Metroka

CLARINET
Victoria Eaton*
Joshua Hunter

BASS
David Worstell*
M’hya Lee

HORN
Cameron Wolfe*
Tara Findley
Zachary Rosenbaum
Sarah Napier
Justin Martinez
Joshua Crawford

TROMBONE
Carter Sallee*
Griffin Rupp
Cade Wells

TUBA
Darion Jackson*

PERCUSSION
Peyton Forsythe*
Lucas Adams
Taylor Caspell
Patrick Rodenbaugh

TRUMPET
Bradley Swanson*
Hunter Williams
Spencer Morgan
Marco Hernandez-Leal

BASSOON
Garrett Franks*
Austin Perry
Alexis Ponseti

CDs for purchase and pre-ordered CDs will be available for pickup approximately 45 minutes after the concert ends.

Students listed in Alphabetical order by last name, (*) denotes principle chair